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Restore the scanner to factory settings 

Factory settings 
(decoding functions) 

Default settings (features  

wireless connection) 

Wireless connection settings 

2.4G 

To pair the USB receiver with the scanner and achieve a wireless connection via 
radio communication, connect the receiver to the USB port of the computer, and 
then scan the "2.4G" code with the scanner. 



Barcode transmission modes 

Real mode 

In real mode, barcodes are sent directly to the computer immediately after scan-
ning. 

Real mode enabled 

Storage mode 

In storage mode, scanned codes are stored in the scanner's internal memory for 
later transfer to a computer. 

Storage mode enabled 



No data loss mode 

 In no-data-loss mode, codes are sent to the computer immediately after scanning 
when the scanner is within range of wireless operation. Once the scanner is out of 
wireless range, the scanned codes are stored in the device's internal memory. In 
order to transfer the stored data to the target device, once wireless communication 
is again ensured, scan the "Data transfer" code. 

No data loss mode enabled 

Attention. Before activating the no data loss mode, it is recommended to scan 
the "Delete stored data" code to clear the device's internal memory. 

Storage mode options 

Display of the total amount of stored data 

Data transmission 



High data rate (default) 

Low data transfer speed 

Usunięcie zapisanych danych 

Power and sleep settings 

Battery charge level 

Immediate sleep of the scanner 



Setting the auto sleep time 

2 minutes (default) 

10 minutes 

20 minutes 

8 hours 

To set the time after which the scanner should go into sleep mode, first scan the 
code "Set auto sleep time, and then scan the code with the appropriate time. 



Sleep mode off 

Interface settings 

USB-HID (default) 

USB Virtual COM 

Letter size settings 

Capital letters only 

Lowercase only 



Converting to uppercase/
lowercase letters 

No letter substitution (default) 

Barcode scanning modes 

Continuous mode Automatic mode 

Setting end marks 

Disabled CR 

In order to return to scanning codes with the scan button, scan the code "Factory 
settings" 



LF + CR TAB 

LF ETX 

Sound signal settings 

Beep on (default) Beeper off 



Reverse code scanning 

Enabled Disabled 

Setting the Prefix 

Prefix display disabled Prefix display enabled 

Adding a prefix Saving settings 



In order to set the Prefix, first scan the code "Display Prefix Enabled", then "Add 
Prefix", then from the character table read the code with the appropriate charac-
ters (see ASCII table) to be the prefix, and finally it is necessary to scan the code 
"Save Settings". 

Suffix Setup 

Suffix display disabled Suffix display on 

Adding a suffix 

To set the suffix, first scan the code "Suffix display enabled", then read the code 
"Adding suffix", from the character table scan the code with the appropriate cha-
racters (see ASCII table) to be the suffix and finally read the code "Saving set-
tings". 

Saving settings 



Hiding characters in the barcode 

Character hiding 
disabled 

Character hiding enabled 

Initial signs Final signs 

To hide individual digits in the barcode, first scan the code "Character hiding ena-
bled", then scan the code "Start characters" or "End characters, depending on 
whether the digits from the beginning or end of the barcode are to be hidden. 
From the character table at the end of the instructions, scan the two codes corre-
sponding to the digit to be hidden. After completing the above steps, finally read 
the code "Save settings". 

For example: The code is 123456789 The digit to be hidden is 1. Scan the code 
"0" and "1" from the numeric code table, and again the scanned code will be 
23456789. 

Saving settings 



Annex 1 Numerical codes 





Appendix 2 ASCII character table 

HEX DEC OPIS HEX DEC OPIS HEX DEC OPIS 


